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Abstract
The current research aimed primarily to investigate the impact of Thinking Maps
instruction on expository texts reading comprehension of Tourism & Hotels EFL sophomore
students, Suez Canal University, N = 60 (exper. group = 30, control group = 30).
The experimental / mapping group was explicitly taught expository reading materials
using Thinking Maps-based instructional strategy. It comprised 5 Thinking Maps – the
circle map, the bubble map, the tree map, the flow map, the multi-flow map - that
correspond with and were thought to develop some reading comprehension skills:
identifying the main ideas, deriving facts and details, giving characteristics, understanding
sequencing, and identifying causes and effects.
Data were collected by two tools administered: Thinking Maps Awareness (TMA) test
and Reading Comprehension (RC) test. Having had the data analyzed statistically, results
revealed that there were significant mean differences between the mapping group and the
non mapping group in favor of the first.
This stresses that Thinking Maps instruction had a positive direct impact on raising the
mapping group's awareness of Thinking Maps as well as on developing their reading
comprehension. Besides, it had a large effect size on those two aspects.
That strategy makes Thinking Maps instruction more practical for EFL instructors who
teach expository texts and thus may contribute to further studies for developing other
language skills and some global skills such as study skills, summarization and note-taking
skills.

أﺛﺮ ﺗﺪرﯾﺲ ﺧﺮاﺋﻂ اﻟﺘﻔﻜﯿﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻔﮭﻢ اﻟﻘﺮاﺋﻰ
ﻟﺪى طﻼب ﻛﻠﯿﺔ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺣﺔ واﻟﻔﻨﺎدق
اﻟﻤﻠﺨﺺ

ھﺪف اﻟﺒﺤﺚ اﻟﺤﺎﻟﻰ أﺳﺎﺳﺎ ً إﻟﻰ دراﺳﺔ أﺛﺮ ﺗﺪرﯾﺲ ﺧﺮاﺋﻂ اﻟﺘﻔﻜﯿﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻔﮭﻢ اﻟﻘﺮاﺋﻰ ﻟﻠﻨﺼﻮص اﻟﺘﻔﺴﯿﺮﯾﺔ ﻓﻰ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ
اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺣﺔ واﻟﻔﻨﺎدق – ﺟﺎﻣﻌﺔ ﻗﻨﺎة اﻟﺴﻮﯾﺲ  .وﻛﺎن ﻗﻮام ﻋﯿﻨﺔ
اﻹﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ ﻛﻠﻐﺔ أﺟﻨﺒﯿﺔ ﻟﺪى طﻼب اﻟﻔﺮﻗﺔ اﻟﺜﺎﻧﯿﺔ ﺑﻜﻠﯿﺔ
اﻟﺘﺠﺮﯾﺒﯿﺔ =  ، 30اﻟﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ اﻟﻀﺎﺑﻄﺔ = .( 30
اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ  60طﺎﻟﺒﺎ ً )اﻟﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ
وﺗﻢ ﺗﺪرﯾﺲ اﻟﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ اﻟﺘﺠﺮﯾﺒﯿﺔ ﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻨﺼﻮص اﻟﺘﻔﺴﯿﺮﯾﺔ ﺑﺎﻟﻄﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﺒﺎﺷﺮة وﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻻﺳﺘﺮاﺗﯿﺠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺪرﯾﺴﯿﺔ
اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺧﺮاﺋﻂ اﻟﺘﻔﻜﯿﺮ .وﺷﻤﻠﺖ اﻻﺳﺘﺮاﺗﯿﺠﯿﺔ ﺧﻤﺲ ﺧﺮاﺋﻂ ھﻰ  :اﻟﺨﺮﯾﻄﺔ اﻟﺪاﺋﺮﯾﺔ  ،اﻟﺨﺮﯾﻄﺔ اﻟﻔﻘﺎﻋﯿﺔ  ،اﻟﺨﺮﯾﻄﺔ
اﻟﺸﺠﺮﯾﺔ  ،ﺧﺮﯾﻄﺔ اﻟﺘﺪﻓﻖ  ،واﻟﺨﺮﯾﻄﺔ ﻣﺘﻌﺪدة اﻟﺘﺪﻓﻖ – واﻟﺘﻰ رآھﺎ اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ أﻧﮭﺎ ﻣﺘﻮاﻓﻘﺔ ﻣﻊ وﻗﺎدرة ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻨﻤﯿﺔ ﻣﮭﺎرات
اﻟﻔﮭﻢ اﻟﻘﺮاﺋﻰ اﻵﺗﯿﺔ  :ﺗﻌﺮف اﻷﻓﻜﺎر اﻟﺮﺋﯿﺴﯿﺔ – اﺳﺘﺨﺮاج اﻟﺤﻘﺎﺋﻖ واﻟﺘﻔﺎﺻﯿﻞ  -ﻋﺮض اﻟﺨﺼﺎﺋﺺ واﻟﺴﻤﺎت – ﻓﮭﻢ
ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺎت اﻟﺘﺘﺎﺑﻊ – ﺗﻌﺮّف اﻷﺳﺒﺎب واﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ.
وﺗﻢ ﺗﺠﻤﯿﻊ اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت ﻣﻦ إﺟﺮاء أداﺗﯿﻦ ﻟﻠﺒﺤﺚ ھﻤﺎ  :اﺧﺘﺒﺎر اﻟﻮﻋﻰ ﺑﺨﺮاﺋﻂ اﻟﺘﻔﻜﯿﺮ واﺧﺘﺒﺎر اﻟﻔﮭﻢ اﻟﻘﺮاﺋﻰ .وﺑﻌﺪ ﺗﺤﻠﯿﻞ
اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت إﺣﺼﺎﺋﯿﺎ  ،أظﮭﺮت اﻟﻨﺘﺎﺋﺞ وﺟﻮد ﻓﺮوق ذات دﻻﻟﺔ إﺣﺼﺎﺋﯿﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻄﺎت ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺘﻰ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﻓﻰ اﻻﺧﺘﺒﺎرات
اﻟﺒﻌﺪﯾﺔ ﻟﺼﺎﻟﺢ اﻟﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ اﻟﺘﺠﺮﯾﺒﯿﺔ  ،ﻣﻤﺎ ﯾﺆﻛﺪ وﺟﻮد أﺛﺮ إﯾﺠﺎﺑﻰ ﻣﺒﺎﺷﺮ ﻟﺘﺪرﯾﺲ ﺧﺮاﺋﻂ اﻟﺘﻔﻜﯿﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻨﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻮﻋﻰ ﺑﮭﺎ ﻟﺪى
طﻼب اﻟﻤﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ اﻟﺘﺠﺮﯾﺒﯿﺔ وﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻨﻤﯿﺔ ﻣﮭﺎراﺗﮭﻢ ﻟﻠﻔﮭﻢ اﻟﻘﺮاﺋﻰ ھﺬا ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ وﺟﻮد ﺣﺠﻢ ﺗﺄﺛﯿﺮ ﻛﺒﯿﺮ
ﻟﻼﺳﺘﺮاﺗﯿﺠﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﺪرﯾﺴﯿﺔ اﻟﻘﺎﺋﻤﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺧﺮاﺋﻂ اﻟﺘﻔﻜﯿﺮ ﻋﻠﻰ ھﺬﯾﻦ اﻟﺒُﻌﺪﯾﻦ.
ً
وھﺬه اﻻﺳﺘﺮاﺗﯿﺠﯿﺔ ﺗﺠﻌﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺗﺪرﯾﺲ ﺧﺮاﺋﻂ اﻟﺘﻔﻜﯿﺮ أﻣﺮاً ﻋﻤﻠﯿﺎ أﻛﺒﺮ ﻟﻤﻌﻠﻤﻰ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻹﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ ﻛﻠﻐﺔ أﺟﻨﺒﯿﺔ اﻟﺬﯾﻦ
ﯾﺪرّﺳﻮن اﻟﻨﺼﻮص اﻟﺘﻔﺴﯿﺮﯾﺔ  ،وﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﺑﺬﻟﻚ أن ﺗﺴﮭﻢ ﻓﻰ وﺟﻮد دراﺳﺎت ﻣﺴﺘﻘﺒﻠﯿﺔ ﺗﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺘﺄﺛﯿﺮ ﺗﺪرﯾﺲ ﺧﺮاﺋﻂ اﻟﺘﻔﻜﯿﺮ
ﻋﻠﻰ ﺗﻨﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﮭﺎرات اﻷﺧﺮى ﻟﻠﻐﺔ وﺑﻌﺾ اﻟﻤﮭﺎرات اﻟﻜﻠﯿﺔ ﻣﺜﻞ ﻣﮭﺎرات اﻻﺳﺘﺬﻛﺎء وﻣﮭﺎرات اﻟﺘﻠﺨﯿﺺ وﻣﮭﺎرات ﺗﺪوﯾﻦ
اﻟﻤﻼﺣﻈﺎت.

The Impact of Thinking Maps Instruction on Tourism
and Hotels Students' Reading Comprehension
Introduction
Though reading has sometimes been seen as a receptive, even passive skill within the
teaching / learning situation, the status of reading should not be underrated. Reading, in fact,
is a skill which demands considerable involvement with the text, active participation on the
part of the reader, and a high degree of interaction between reader and writer or between
reader and text in much the same way as a dialogue does between speaker and hearer.
Reading - to Manning (2003) – is the foundation of life-long learning, and one must be
able to understand what is read and be able to apply newly acquired knowledge to
subsequent learning. Again, Manning (ibid) stresses that "reading is elemental for learning;
one must be able to master comprehension in order to facilitate knowledge acquisition. Rote
teaching methods have proved to be only minimally effective, as students typically do not
retain much of what they have read and incorrectly decode the material. This dilemma
necessitates that educators change their teaching methods to include strategies that address
the development of reading comprehension skills, including retention and retrieval thus
helping students become independent learners, (p. 19)." Thus, success in learning depends
mainly on appropriate strategy use and so successful learners can develop their reading
comprehension by being trained to use effective strategies (Dansereau cited in Ou, 2006).
One of those strategies is Thinking Maps.

Review of Literature
I. Thinking Maps Overview. In this section, there are some issues relevant to
Thinking Maps that need to be discussed: definition of Thinking Maps, Thinking Maps as
visual tools and the basic qualities of Thinking Maps.
In David Hyerle's (2004) view, Thinking Maps [as a term] is not a grand theory or
model, nor a program of development lessons. It is a language enabling all learners with
different learning styles to communicate what and how they are thinking. Through this
language, learners convey, negotiate and evolve meanings with others, and within
themselves, through visual patterns of thinking. Besides, it is a language for learning
different content areas by students across different cultures and languages, and across whole
schools for deepening instruction by teachers in classroom, (Hyerle, 2006).
And when Gawith (2006) sees that Thinking Maps as a language for learning stating
that, "it is not learning about. It is learning by doing", she might take Hyerle's (2004) view
into consideration that is: Thinking Maps become a new language for deepening
conversations so that students come together through the maps, facing their own and each
other's thinking, "opening the space" for problem solving and transforming the quality of
thinking and learning across the whole school.

This is the why that drives Hyerle (op. cit.) to consider Thinking Maps as a welldocumented need in classrooms and a central organizing principle for twenty-first century
education.
From another perspective, Hyerle (2006) sees Thinking Maps as a transformational
language in that information is processed and transformed into new understandings,
consequently shaping the future, or in that students - via Thinking Maps - transform
information into knowledge or transform verbal elements into visual ones. Such a claim
appears to have been deeply rooted in Hyerle's works. In his Student Successes with
Thinking Maps, he asserts that Thinking Maps is a real meta-language, ”for learning an
interrelated set of thinking patterns for communicating and synthesizing our thinking from
across other languages such as alphabets, numerical systems, scientific symbols, musical
notation, software programs, international sign language and Braille, for all of these
languages have a foundation of fundamental cognitive structures such as sequencing,
categorizing, comparing, etc., (2004: p. 5)." This means that through Thinking Maps,
learners convey, negotiate and evolve meanings with others and within themselves through
visual patterns of thinking.
In other researchers' view (e.g. Matt-Kawryga, 2001; Spiegel, 2000 & Western Region
Education Service, 2007), Thinking Maps is an instructional strategy that can help teachers
differentiate for English language learners, students of all ability levels and all learning
styles in different content areas.
As to teaching reading as a language skill, many schools across many different states,
including Texas, North Carolina, Florida, and Mississippi used Thinking Maps for such a
purpose. Also other cases can be reported: Mt. Airy Elementary school of Maryland State
(DePinto - Piercy, 2006); New Zealand (Hubble, 2006); Catawa County School in Brookline
(Hester et al., 1996); Aukland (Hyerle, 2000).
By attending to Harding's call (cited in Buxton, 2009: p. 3): "The human mind is not,
but a picture gallery", we can further understand Hyerle's (2000) thought, with the wealth of
information available in so many forms, we need to refine and may be redefine what we call
a "text". We need new tools that support the interpretation of information that comes to our
students in different forms, (p. 103)." In response to processing information verbally and
visually, and seeing relationships and patterns in the human mind as a picture gallery, there
must be visual tools corresponding with thinking processes. For this, David Hyerle (1993)
introduced Thinking Maps as tools for multiple modes of understanding.
Out of the 400 graphic organizers in the world, Hyerle (2004) graphically represented
and illustrated eight Thinking Maps based on eight thinking processes taking place in the
mind (of six fundamental patterns of thinking). Thinking Maps as tools are "used together as
a set of tools for showing relationships, (Thinking Foundation, 2008), increase
comprehension (Morgan, 2001), " and provide direction for thinking (Bannigan, 2009)." In
so doing, students practice the habits of mind referred to by Costa and Kallick (cited in
Bannigan, 2009).

As visual tools, Thinking Maps not only represent cognitive strategies (e.g. Holzman,
2004; Hyerle, 2000; Spiegel, 2000), but also are the cognitive bridge to literacy (Hyerle,
2008). Hyerle elaborates such a view stating that "students are better able to make sense of a
selection when they consciously identify the text structure or pattern of thinking developed
by the author. When students can consciously identify the thinking pattern and map it out
(either in their head or on paper), they are then able to remember, analyze, and synthesize
information into meaningful understandings, (p. 5)." That notion is nearly expressed by Ball
(1998) but in different words. He sees that "as students use graphics in net-working
information and constructing knowledge, they are empowered to shift from passive to
interactive learning (p.77)." This is because Thinking Maps - in his view – is based on a
metaphor of connectivism proposing a new paradigm of knowing/ thinking which
synthesizes personal experiences of individuals within interpersonal and social connections
in construction of new knowledge (op. cit)."
In order to understand what Thinking Maps definitely refer to, it may be useful to note
down Turner's view (cited in Freiberg and Driscoll, 2000) concerning the term "Thinking
Skills" which refers to " all of the mental processes individuals use to obtain, make sense of,
and retain information, as well as how they process and use that information as a basis for
solving problems (p. 14)." And these mental processes must be patterned to do the job
required, because "as human beings, we think in patterns. We also have some common
patterns, for thinking such as categorizing (organizing), sequencing (steps), cause-effect
(causes) and spatial reasoning (parts). Those and other patterns all work together when we
are learning, (Hyerle, 2000). "
On a global level, Thinking Maps may be defined as synthesizing many of the best
qualities of other types of visual tools: an evaluation from the generative quality of mind
mapping brain-storming webs, the organizing structure of graphic organizers, and the deep
cognitive processing (thinking process tools) found in concept maps.
From the procedural stand point, Thinking Maps are a common visual language for
learning - and not for getting that they are a tool set for supporting effective instructional
practice. They have a consistent design, but are highly flexible. Each map corresponds with
a thinking pattern and is based on a thinking process. With consistent use, the brain
develops a pattern that connects the process to a specific thinking map. Besides, each map
can be identified by asking guiding key questions, and qualified by using key words and
phrases. A template of Thinking Maps overview showing the issues raised in addition to
how to design each thinking map is enclosed in Appendix (1).
Something important to add when designing Thinking Maps is to draw large squares
around each map. Such squares are known as Frames of Reference. They, according to
Hyerle and Yeager (cited in Hickie, 2006: p. 50) "assist learners in focusing on how they
know knowledge and information. Thinking is guided by frames one's extended cultural and
personal experiences, values, and belief systems. Frames of references influence thinking,
feelings, and judgments. The frame of reference is used to identify prior knowledge in order
to connect to personal experiences, to identify sources from where information comes, to

assess and take measure of quality of the source, to analyze an issue or topic from different
perspectives, and to identify the purpose for gathering the content."
Finally, whatever Thinking Maps are: language, a learning strategy or an instructional
strategy,"they must be completely integrated into the ongoing curriculum, and used as a tool
to teach, enhance, extend, and help integrate the curriculum across subject areas, (Hester,
1996: p. 12) ."

II. Areas of Research Related to Thinking Maps
One of the distinct characteristics of Thinking Maps as a language is the theoretical
breadth, (Hyerle, 1993). To Hyerle (2004), Thinking Maps integrate research on best
practices, brain research, and a range of other models such as habits of mind, multiple
intelligences, and learning styles. But to the researcher, Thinking Maps are thought to have
many different theoretical foundations that examine the relationship between Thinking
Maps and reading comprehension, the focus of the current study.
According to schema theory, the correspondence between a reader's underlying
knowledge structures (schemata) and textual material determines the extent of
comprehension. Thus, schemata are always organized meaningfully because they - to
Suzuki's (2009) view - are claimed to be the basic units of human knowledge. And without a
change in schema structure, new concepts cannot be organized. On the other hand, when an
intellectual skill is learned, the basic structure of the schema surrounding that skill is
formulated. When learning Thinking Maps takes place in a structured situation, a more
structured schema, which includes more intellectual skills becomes, consequently enabling
the learner to transfer the structure to formulate another schema when needed." The more
structured a schema becomes, the more useful it is for further learning, (Suzuki, 2009: p.
3)."
In the area of cognitive science, David Hyerle synthesized the research on cognitive
skills development by identifying eight fundamental skills and describing how these skills
work in unison. By clearly defining these cognitive skills, students quickly become aware of
the thinking skills that drive their learning, giving them explicit pathways for thinking about
thinking and improving their performance. Hyerle (2007) claims that by linking each
thinking skill to a unique and dynamic visual representation, the language of Thinking Maps
becomes a tool set for supporting effective instructional practice and improving student
performance.
If the cognitive theory explains how concepts in texts are encoded into thinking maps/
visual representations and retrieved from memory, the constructivist theories of cognition
and learning generally assume that the knowledge human beings possess does not exist in a
perfect form outside human existence. Instead, knowledge is seen as the result of human
beings interacting actively with their world. Constructivist theory - according to Eloff &
Ebersohn (2004) – "assumes that people are actively involving in constructing knowledge
and that such knowledge is always constructed within a particular social and cultural
context, (p. 57)."

The third theoretical base of Thinking Maps assumes to be the meta-cognitive theory
in that "when students and teachers reflect on their work, hey become more adept at
describing the skills and strategies they use to solve complex problems, and apply those
same strategies in a variety of contexts, they consequently discover their meta-cognitive
process for both teaching and learning, (Spiegel, 2000: p. 45)." Again, the meta-cognitive
theory strengthens thinking in that it refers to one's understanding of any cognitive process when using Thinking Maps - using skills which involve planning, checking and evaluating
as one reads. Furthermore, meta-cognition reflects the ability of students to apply their
identified thinking strategies to other contexts particularly real life situations, (Spiegel,
2000: p. 49)."
Moreover, Thinking Maps appear to be in accordance with the cognitive
apprenticeship - the instructional model proposed by Collins et al. (cited in Abdel-Haq
(2008). Cognitive apprenticeship in Collins et al. (op. cit.) belief - is based on guided–
experience and focuses on cognitive and meta-cognitive skills. Using such a model, teachers
or coaches promote learning, first by making explicit their tacit knowledge or by modeling
their strategies for students in an authentic activity. Then teachers support students' attempts
at doing the task. And finally, they empower the students to continue independently. AbdelHaq (2008: p. 5) states that "we can benefit from cognitive apprenticeship when faced with
the difficulties of teaching complex, cognitive skills as reading comprehension … Not only
does cognitive apprenticeship lead to students' greater understanding of the material, it also
combats "inter-knowledge," helping them to apply their knowledge and skills in novel
situations." Besides, cognitive apprenticeship can be used to help students understand the
processes involved in learning. To Collins et al. (cited in Abdel-Haq, 2008), the cognitive
apprenticeship focuses on the active involvement of students in the instructional process and
on the development of meta-cognition. And because of situating students in and exposing
them to a cognitive apprenticeship context similar to that in which experts actually practice,
students may be encouraged to have greater levels of knowledge retention and transfer and
their higher order reasoning might be facilitating. And departing from the assumption that
cognitive apprenticeship practices are motivating and engaging for learners, and encourage
authentic activity and assessment, this provides practical steps
to apply cognitive
apprenticeship as a theory of the process when a master of a skill teaches that skill to an
apprentice, (Wikipedia, 2008). Quiet similar steps of such an instructional model - cognitive
apprenticeship - go in compromise with that of Thinking Maps.
Information processing theory seems also to be deeply rooted in Thinking Maps.
Studies and experiments tackled information processing (e.g. Anderson, 2000; Eloff, 2004;
Miyake, 2005; Singer, 1990; Weigand, 2006; Willis et al., 2008) demonstrate that deep
processing of information (i.e., linking it to more networks of knowledge or schemas in the
brain) increase its recall and improve memory. When readers – for example – read to learn,
to solve a problem, or to summarize with the help of Thinking Maps, the levels of processes
are influenced consequently by such acts helping the process of converting perceptual
information to conceptual information involving maps to take place.

The brain-research is another area of research that is related to Thinking Maps.
According to Leary (cited in Hickie, 2006), one instructional strategy that links the gap
between brain-based research and the classroom is the graphic organizer. Many researchers
(e.g. Bannigan, 2009; Hyerle, 2007; Marzano cited in Hickie, 2006) stress that the brain
works through patterns. These patterns refer to the brain's ability to recognize distinctive
sequences of events and networks of relationships. This means that we can remember more
if ideas are linked together or chunked physically to be added to the visual element of the
brain and engaged with other parts of the brain and consequently moving the concept from
short term memory into long-term memory.
In order to verify that brain research supports Thinking Maps, Pat Wolfe (cited in
Hyerle, 2008) states: "Neuroscientists tell as that the brain organizes information in
networks and maps. What better way to teach students think about ideas and organize and
express their ideas than to use the same method than the brain does. Thinking Maps is what
the brain does, (p. 4)." This emphasis is also reported by Eric Jensen - a noted authority in
the field of brain research as it relates to education. He advised that we [educators] take
advantage of this enormous capacity to learn visually. He wrote: "over 90% of all
information that comes to our brain is visual (through our eyes). The retina accounts for
40% of all nerve fibers connected to the brain. Our eyes can register 36.000 visual messages
per hour, (Jensen, 1996: p. 55)." It would seem that we are all visual learners.
For Thinking Maps, the dual coding theory provides strong foundational justifications.
The dual coding theory as a theory of memory and cognition developed by Paivo (1991),
proposes that cognition involves the activity of two separate mental subsystems: the verbal
subsystem which deals with linguistic information and the visual, nonverbal subsystem
which specializes in the representation and processing of information concerning images, it
suggests that mental imagery is an important component in the process of comprehension in
reading. Imagery is said to occur "as a spontaneous, consistent, and natural process during
reading (Sadoski & Paivo, 1994: p. 591), regardless of the nature of the text or individual
differences among learners. Hendson (cited in Hickie, 2006) explains the dual coding theory
of information storage. He states that knowledge is stored in two forms: the linguistic form,
and the non linguistic or "imagery" form … .The non linguistic or "imagery" form involves
mental pictures and the physical sensations. This form of information storage results when
non linguistic representations stimulate and increase activity in the brain. Many activities
produce imagery representations that can be divided into specific behaviors definitely stated
by Marzano (cited in Hickie, 2006: P.44) as follows:
* asking students to generate mental images representing content.
* asking students to draw pictures, or pictographs representing content.
* asking students to construct graphic organizers representing content.
* asking students to act out content.
* asking students to make physical models of content, and
* asking students to make revisions in their mental images, pictures,
pictographs, graphic organizers, and physical models.

Two more areas of research related to Thinking Maps are the transformational
learning theory and the involvement load hypothesis. According to the first area of
research, the student must be a willing participant, ready to engage in the learning process.

The teacher can create the atmosphere in the classroom, but the student must not be
receptive. Transformational learning - in Wolfe's (2009) view - causes a change in thinking
after digesting information. The student must make the connections within himself to create
this new awareness. Knowledge then becomes a part of the student as he begins to make
new associations and own it for himself. In short, transformational learning requires that the
students have a vested interest in their own learning process, rather than being "spoon fed" a
bunch of information to memorize or accept. Moreover, when learners use Thinking Maps,
they have three options to be transformative. They may transform information into
knowledge. Or they may transform using such a visual language from one content area to
another. Or they might transform such a learning tool from one learning situation system to
another.
When Thinking Maps are implemented in an entire learning community to ensure that
students and teachers have a common language for communicating thinking processes,
teachers might feel intrinsically satisfied while students might feel involved in the learning
process. In the involvement load hypothesis, "involvement is perceived as a motivational –
cognitive construct which can explain and predict learners' success in the retention of
unfamiliar words", (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001: p. 14)."For them, the construct of involvement
consists of three basic components: need, search, and evaluation. Need is related to
motivation especially the intrinsic type or the self imposed by the learner, thus the degree of
need is strong. Search and evaluation are related to information processing in cognition. In
the case of the Thinking Maps tasks, if students are asked to read a passage and fill in the
Thinking Maps, the task induces moderate need. When working on the Thinking Map task,
students will need to refer back to the text a few times to check their understanding and
search for information they need, therefore, it induces a strong search. In addition, students
will need to compare different ideas presented in the text, sort out their relationships and
find out which idea fits the context provided in the Thinking Map, so it also induces a strong
evaluation.

III. Why Use Thinking Maps?
When Hyerle first introduced the eight Thinking Maps as a common visual
transformational dynamic language for thinking and learning across whole language
communities, he has been defending them as they ultimately unite a school faculty around
well documented need in classrooms and a central organizing principle for twenty first
century education. When applying Thinking Maps program in North Carolina, Hester et al.
(1996) have held the belief that that program has had several advantages over other thinking
skills programs. They include the following:
1. They provide a concrete and visual method for learning basic thinking skills.
2. They are a successfully organizational tool for students because they force the
organization of content material into thinking skill patterns.
3. They also emphasize curricular integration which brings content together in significant
connections and aids student understanding.
4. Finally, as Thinking Maps are used, they can be placed in student portfolios for easy
assessment. (p.14).

Although many researchers (e.g. Ball, 1998; Blaunt, 2000; Frieberg & Driscoll, 2000;
Holzman, 2004; Morgan, 2001) over-emphasize Thinking Maps for students rather than for

teachers, David Hyerle (2004) stresses that Thinking Maps have an impact on teacher
instruction and student performance. However, the literature related to the impact of
Thinking Maps on students as well as teachers will be reviewed followed by their impact on
learners and then concluded by their impact on teachers.
One of the greatest concerns in schools today in Hyerle's view (2004) is how teachers
can bring together curriculum and instruction in a way that is meaningful for student
learning, while focusing on content standards and assessments. "Thinking Maps does the
job integrating teaching, learning and assessment (p. 14)." Thinking Maps provide
opportunities for students and teachers to talk about thinking and to work together to
integrate their discoveries within the context of varied topics, (Speigel, 2000: p.50). For the
various views are not few, some of them are to be noted down:
* When using Thinking Maps, students and teachers become self-reflective, looking into
their own thinking, and become self-regulated learners, (Hyerle, 2004: p. 15; Hyerle in
Buxton, 2009: p.5).
* Thinking Maps give all students and teachers a common language for meaningfulness,
(Danville Public School District, 2007).
* Thinking Maps are tools for all learners - students and teachers alike – to "read" and
reflect on their own minds and thus become self assessing, (Hyerle, 2000: p. 105).
* Thinking maps represent the common visual language teachers and students use to
generate and organize ideas, to reflect on sequences of events, to characterize and
contrast strong elements as well as to identify causes and effects of such varied topics,
Spiegel (2000, p. 50).
Besides, "Thinking Maps is used at every level of Bloom's taxonomy. We want students
to organize and synthesize information in order to transform it into knowledge that they can
evaluate from differing frames of reference. We want to engage students in deeply
considering how their own frames of reference influence their perceptions, (Hyerle, 2008)."
As for students, Thinking Maps are tools …

1. to mindfully "read" and interpret information, (Hyerle, 2000, p. 105).
2. to empower students to shift from passive to interactive learning ,(Ball, 1998: p.77).
3 to develop students' higher order thinking skills because they complement and promote the eight
thinking processes, (Manning, 2003: p. 15).
4. with the consistency of each, for promoting student centered and cooperative learning, concept
development, critical thinking, creativity, clarity of communication, and continuous cognitive
development, (Danville public School District, 2007); Thinking Foundation, 2008).
5. to help students develop a dynamic view of symbols … symbolliteracy - through which they must
actively remake and interpret things in context using symbols. (Hyerle, 2000: p.18).
6. for helping students construct, communicate and create meaning from text, (Jackson, 2003;
Manning, 2003).
7. that create a visual approach to help students organize their thoughts and expand ideas and retain
information … [and] are used to decode and evaluate information, (Blount, 2000: p. 1).
8 that mediate students' thinking, learning, and meta-cognitive behaviors, (Hyerle, 2004).
9. to help students transfer thinking processes and integrate their learning (Holzman, 2004).
10. help students to flexibly pattern information in order to construct understandings, (Hyerle, 2004: p.
12).
11.that increase retention of content knowledge when reading and a deeper understanding of concepts
(Hallett et al., 2008; Holzman, 2004; Hyerle, 2000; Morgan, 2001).

12.to help students in community-based learning in that students transform their roles as a learning
community by joining as partners in the instructional process, (Spiegel, 2000; Hyerle, 2000).

Some other researchers take quiet different directions stressing the reasons behind
teaching Thinking Maps in schools as for students. Holzman (2004) -. for example - sees
that students can become aware of the types of thinking they can apply to a text /
assignment, learn ways to organize information in a manner that makes sense to them, have
control over the way they want to think about, demonstrate their thinking easily, and have a
strategy to determine the way the author is presenting information. McTighe & Layman
(cited in Freiberg & Driscoll (2000) found mapping successful in improving learner
retention of information. Their findings also yielded guidelines for the use of the process:
1. Aid memory by giving tangible cues, allowing students to focus more quickly on a topic
of problem, and providing a visual representation of concepts.
2. Provide a frame of reference by offering common terminology and specific cues for
action.
3. Provide an incentive to act by having students write out their thoughts, allowing
teachers to see the results of the thought processes.
4. Create permanence by imprinting in the mind a variety of mapping options for transfer
to other situations (pp. 315-316).
Stahl Vancil (op. cit.) added a fifth guideline that is "to promote relationships between
ideas and information by questioning and discussion during mapping, (p. 316)."
Thinking Maps - in Eloff & Ebersohn (2004) - seem to make balance between
identifying the internal cognitive processes and the observable behaviors of students using
Thinking Map. This is because Thinking Maps help students process and then understand
the different types of knowledge: (declarative, procedural and conditional). The declarative
aspect requires that students know what they do when they learn, what kinds of behaviors
they engage in that enhance or impede their learning, what learning conditions suit them
best and so on. The procedural aspect requires students to be able to understand the topic.
The conditional aspect requires them to be aware of when they may need to control their
thinking and learning. Consequently, self-regulated learning takes place in that students'
learning is not about receiving information passively, but about being able to control and
direct their own learning.
Departing from the fact that the nature of thinking is abstract, and during the selfregulation process students are engaging in, Thinking Maps are used to construct, record
and display the thinking processes going on inside the students' minds in order to remove
the abstract nature of thinking. Buxton (2009: p. 4) describes such a process stating: "when
students struggle with thinking, they are, in fact, struggling with the abstract, private and
invisible nature of those thought objects. Visual thinking tools, therefore, bring the thoughts
into the public, concrete realm making them visible both to the thinker, and to his or her
teachers and peers."

By accepting that Thinking Maps is an instructional strategy, or as a tool used in
instructional contexts, there must be reasons behind such a strategy or a tool. Generally,
Thinking Maps - in Holzman's belief (2004) - can be effectively used to support higher level
thinking skills as well as low student achievement. And from a practical point of view,
Holzman (op. cit) claims that teachers discovered it is easy to teach the standards using
Thinking Maps. But to Spiegel (2000), Thinking Maps improve instructional competencies,
and are effective for communication. And for Hyerle (2006), Thinking Maps are used for
deepening instruction by teachers in classrooms and for raising the quality of professional
development. Besides, Thinking Maps are tools for teachers to "read" their students' minds
by the maps that they create.
Not only are Thinking Maps effective in instruction, but they are also useful in
assessing students' minds / understanding (Gallagher cited in Holzman, 2004), or at least
exploring new formats for assessment, Spiegel, 2000) by depicting how students think and
make sense about what they are learning. And over any course of instruction using Thinking
Maps, Holzman (2004) concludes - from an administrator's point of view - using Thinking
Maps as a tool for assessment. He believes that Thinking Maps make it easy to assess the
following: student learning, the content being taught, whether student-centered learning is
taking place, the kinds/ levels of thinking being taught, and whether differentiation is
occurring.

IV. Thinking Maps and Reading Comprehension
It is widely known that comprehension is a mental process. It is not found on the
printed page, but in the mind of the reader who reads the words on that page. Therefore,
reading comprehension - as Adams (cited in Howell & Nolet, 2000: p. 203) states - "is an
interactive process through which the reader uses codes, context, analysis, prior knowledge,
vocabulary, and language along with executive–control strategies, to understand text." By
this, it is a multidimensional construct, and, as such, not easily observed. Readers, then,
must be taught a number of specific skills to aid them in comprehension. In Badrawi's belief
(1992), "they must learn how to read for the main idea, for details, for the recognition of
content; they need to be able to skim, to read critically, to outline, to use the dictionary, and
to vary their reading rate accordingly,(p. 7)." Thinking Maps - seem to have something to do
with such a dilemma. Rittschof et al. (cited in Weigand, 2006) stress that increasing
attention has recently been paid to the relation between maps and written text in learning.
Learners appear to be supported in their ability to make inferences about information when
map and text are used in combination. Reading with the appropriate graphic structure can
help students select and find important ideas and details as well as detect missing
information and unexplained relationships, Hunter et al. (cited in Matt-Kawryga, 2001: pp.
3-4). And if activating prior knowledge is critical to the success of obtaining meaning from
the text, and learners relate new knowledge to what they already know, thus assimilating the
new information, Thinking Maps appear – then - to encourage the organization of ideas,
words, and concepts, and assist in making meaningful patterns and connections, and
facilitate comprehension and retention of new text.

But how much the reader comprehends depends on how far he can identify text
structures, because "skills in discerning and using text structures (the way reading material
is organized) are important to understanding texts," (Gersten & Baker, 1999: p. 2). The same
notion has been supported by other researches (e.g. Correll, 1992; Goh, 1990; Martinez,
2002). They claim that text structure awareness has been found to consistently facilitate
reading comprehension and recall of text information.
In fact, all texts have discourse structures above the level of the sentence, and most
texts are a combination of multiple text structures, often nested one within another. Text
structures are "knowledge structures or basic rhetorical patterns in texts, (Grabe, 2003: p. 1),
" the organization of ideas in text (Tayler, 1992: p. 221), " or the way in which " the ideas of
a text are interrelated to convey a message to the reader." For Grabe (2003), the most
commonly used text structures in expository texts are cause and effect, problem solution,
comparison and contrast, classification, definition, process, argument-reasoning, time
sequence, and description. These text structures recur regularly across texts and in various
combinations. This means that each type of expository text structure is represented by a
different organizational pattern or a map and presents information in a different way.
The key point in developing Thinking Maps reflecting text structures is simplicity.
Thinking maps need to be as clear and direct and teachable as possible. And the activities
required to improve students' reading comprehension - in Badrawi's (1992) view - must be
purposeful, must relate to the students' experiences and interests, and require some degree of
reasoning or the testing of ideas.
Concerning the relationship between Thinking Maps and reading comprehension, many
researchers report that Thinking Maps instruction improved reading comprehension.
1. Ball (1998) found significant differences at the 0.01 level for the five subtests out of
which was reading comprehension. The mapping group outperformed the no mapping
group on each of the five variables applied to college students using the Stanford
Diagnostic Reading Test as the evaluating instrument.
2. Gerston & Baker (1999) reported that successful reading comprehension is correlated
with oral reading fluency and vocabulary knowledge.
3. Hester et al. (1996) reported that teaching Thinking Maps could help students in
Catawba County Schools who experienced difficulty in comprehension or connecting
meaning to the words they read. Among the comprehension skills developed were
hypothesizing, predicting, generalizing, drawing conclusions, and analyzing relevant
and irrelevant ideas and data.
4. Hickie (2006) asserted that graphic organizers aided students in organizing information
from expository texts and in comprehension of content area.
5. Hyrele (2009) reported a selected list of school results from several states around the
USA that were directly related to the use of Thinking Maps by students. Some of them
that showed significant growth in reading are as follows:
* In Margaret Fain School (City schools, Georgia,) reading scores rose from 29% to 69%
in 1996.

* In Windemere School (West Orange County, Florida) for two years reading, reading
scores levels were at 68% and rose to 80% after the implementation of Thinking Maps
in 1997.
* In Carl Waitz (Mission, Texas), reading rose from 62.7% to 88.2% in 1994.
* In Burnswick County Schools (North Carolina), where Thinking Maps began in 1996,
two years of test scores show that there was significant growth in reading.
* In A.T. Allen School (Cabarras County, North Carolina), reading rose from 77% to 89%
in 1998.

6. Idol (1997) employed a critical Thinking Map in a study to help students with
difficulties in reading comprehension. Her subjects – four sophomores in a remedial reading
program and two subjects in a special education program - showed improvement in
vocabulary, reading comprehension and verbal thinking.
Schultz (2005) concluded that Thinking Maps directly improved reading
comprehension in the three areas studied namely: Defining in context (circle map),
Sequencing (flow map), and Cause and Effect (multi-flow map).
On the whole, Manning (2003) asserts that Thinking Maps are used by their creater David Hyerle - as comprehension aids at all educational levels. Nearly the same direction is
taken by Thomasina DePinto (cited in Hyerle, 2008) in that"Thinking Maps are the road to
reading comprehension. In other words, when the teacher brings students to such a high
level of fluency with Thinking Maps and they begin to identify text patterns on their own,
they will be able to use fundamental skills vocabulary (describing, compare, causes, etc.)
and respective cognitive maps (bubble, double bubble, multi-flow, etc., and have the meta
cognitive awareness be able to explicitly transfer these processes and tools to reading
comprehension through identifying text structures, (p. 5)".

V. Thinking Maps Instruction
As an instructional strategy, Thinking Maps are to be taught directly to students for
independent transfer across the disciplines, as Hyerle (2004) views. This does not mean that
students stay passive while being spoon-fed by teachers. There are some important points
about strategy instruction highlighted by some researchers. Howell & Nolet (2000) see that:
(a) strategy instruction does not teach answers, it teachers how to arrive at answers;
(b) emphasis is on the process of doing the task, not on the product that is completed;
(c) feedback targets the strategy;
(d) teachers teach strategies by making them visible to the student; and
(e) the best demonstrations show the effort, procedures, and even the revision of work..(p. 81)

In strategy demonstration, to Englert et al. (1991), the teacher talks through the process
aloud (this is called "making your thought process public".) Verbal mediation is another
aspect emphasized by Gerber (1987) where teachers have students talk through a solution
while carrying out the steps. But Edmunds (1999) thinks that strategy instruction seems to
be most successful in classroom where the teacher promotes a strategic environment. Such
an environment might be featured by the principle of variety in classroom settings referred
to by Harmer (1990). He thinks that, "variety means involving students in a number of
different types of activity and where possible introducing them to a wide selection of
materials.. In any one class, there will be a number of different personalities with different
ways of looking at the world. The activity that is particularly appropriate for one student
may not be ideal for another. But the teacher who varies his teaching approach may be able

to satisfy most of his students at different times, (pp. 220- 221)." Once variety successfully
happens, learning is, for students, always interesting and never monotonous.
Again, explicit instruction provides a means of efficiently communicating large
amounts of information in a short period of time. This - as Trasborg (2005) mentions –
promotes independent learning because modeling, feedback, and instruction are reduced as
students become more independent. Also, this kind of instruction develops students' metacognitive skills as it demystifies the mental processes used during acquiring the new
strategies, (Petitbon, 2005). Besides, it enhances students' understanding and memory of the
reading text. Consequently, the explicit instruction of Thinking Maps can activate students'
learning and accelerating self- autonomy. Students - in explicit instruction setting - can be
asked to read, test reading, repeat reading, construct knowledge, classify it or even pattern
it. Such actions help students be active in the learning process. Sheerin (cited in Malcolm &
Rindfleisch, 2003) asserts that "learning is more effective when learners are active in the
learning process, assuming responsibility for their learning and participating in the decisions
which affect it, (p. 10)." Besides, "staying active and focused while you [the student] read,
you will be in a better position to decipher the meanings in your texts, Coughlan (2007: p.
10)." To sum, Thinking Maps should be taught directly since the strategy is still novel to be
implemented especially in EFL classrooms.
In a nutshell, Thinking Maps is a teaching-learning strategy with specific procedures
used for many purposes - amongst them is developing reading comprehension. And the best
way to teach such a strategy to fulfill its objectives – according to different researches
reviewed – is to use the explicit way of instruction.

Summary of Review of Literature
Because reading is elemental for learning, one must be able to master comprehension in
order to facilitate knowledge acquisition. One of the most innovative strategies to develop
reading comprehension is to use Thinking Maps.
Thinking Maps is a common visual language, a tool and a type of graphic organizers
that define eight fundamental skills (defining in context - describing qualities - comparing
and contrasting - classifying – part-whole – sequencing - cause and effect – seeing
analogies) represented in maps used by students as:
a. a learning language in that it helps learners to communicate what and how they are
thinking.
b. a transformational language in that information is processed and transformed into new
understandings, or transformed to other situations or other content areas.

c. a meta–language in that learners convey, negotiate and evolve meanings with others and
within themselves through visual patterns of thinking. For these, Thinking Maps is a
learning strategy.
Teachers, also, use Thinking Maps as an instructional strategy for multi-purposes.
Among them are developing instructional competencies, implementing an authentic way of
assessment and acquiring an innovative approach for professional development.
The most prominent areas of research related to Thinking Maps are schema theory,
cognitive science, metacognitive theory, cognitive apprenticeship, information processing
theory, brain research, dual coding theory, transformational learning theory and involvement
load hypothesis.
Many studies reviewed stress that there is a positive relationship between Thinking
Maps and reading comprehension of expository texts if the strategy is implemented in an
explicit instruction setting where students' learning can be activated, self-autonomy is
accelerated and students feel fully involved in tasks under the cognitive apprenticeship of
the instructor.

Context of the Problem
Duke (cited in Iwai 2007) claims that educators ignore the teaching of expository texts.
And it is generally assumed that students intuitively know how to understand what they are
reading, and that comprehension is an automatic skill. Besides, rarely are students given
guidance or strategies on how to decipher text structures and interpret information, Dicecco
& Gleason (cited in Manning, 2003).
The situation with students at the Faculty of Tourism & Hotels is that they are required
to read and comprehend the content of the expository texts and they are assumed to be
already equipped with this language skill - reading comprehension.
In order for the researcher to assure of those assumptions, he conducted an unstructured
interview with a group of sophomore students there. That interview revolved round the
problem related to the material taught, the method of teaching adopted, and how those
problems negatively affect their reading comprehension.
Having analyzed the responses given by the pilot sample, the researcher found out that
students need to control information, reflect and comprehend what they read, organize
information in their minds in such a way that allows them to recall it easily and to be deeply
involved in their learning instead of being spoon-fed.
Consequently, the need arises for an innovative teaching strategy - a visual language that focuses on learning and using many skills needed for successful reading.

Statement of the Problem
The problem of the study was thus formulated as thus:
"Tourism and Hotels sophomore students (THSS) lack comprehension skills when
reading expository texts. Most of those students are not able to identify the main ideas,
derive facts and details, or give characteristics / attributions. Also, they can not understand
sequencing or describe processes, or identify causes and effects of an action."
That is why the present study attempted to help those students overcome some reading
comprehension problems throughout using Thinking Maps.

Research Questions
1. What are the reading comprehension problems that Tourism and Hotels sophomore
students (THSS) encounter while reading expository texts?
2. What are the features of a Thinking Maps instructional strategy?
3. What is the impact of Thinking Maps instruction to Tourism & Hotels sophomore
students (THSS) on their awareness of Thinking Maps?
4. What is the impact of Thinking Maps instruction to Tourism & Hotels sophomore
students (THSS) on their reading comprehension?

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study was four fold:
1. Identifying the reading comprehension problems Tourism & Hotels sophomore students
(THSS) encounter while reading expository texts.
2. Determining the features of a Thinking Maps instructional strategy.
3.. Exploring the impact of Thinking Maps instruction to Tourism & Hotels sophomore
students (THSS) on their awareness of Thinking Maps.
4. Exploring the impact of Thinking Maps instruction to Tourism & Hotels sophomore
students (THSS) on their reading comprehension.

Significance of the Study
a. Introducing a common visual language that can be used by both teachers and learners to
be aware of their thinking processes, and how to construct knowledge.
b. Providing EFL learners with a learning strategy that helps in acquiring language skills
and study skills, and helps in communicating graphically.
c. Introducing a new tool to teachers for assessing their performance as well as their
students' in authentic situations.
d. Attracting EFL researchers' attention to new areas of research related to reading
comprehension and how it can be enhanced, through Thinking Maps, such as brain
research, and the transformational learning theory.

Limitations of the Study
The current study was limited to the following:
a. Sixty Sophomore students from Faculty of Tourism & Hotels, Suez Canal University.
b. Expository reading texts constituting the content studied by THSS, because expository
texts have clear specific text structures, contain technical vocabulary and require
readers to have background knowledge, (Iwai, 2007).
c. Five Thinking Maps: the circle map, the bubble map, the tree map, the flow map and the
multi-flow map.
d. Five reading comprehension skills: identifying the main ideas, deriving facts and
details, giving characteristics, understanding sequencing, and identifying causes and
effects.

Definition of Terms
To facilitate more precise understanding of the study, the following terms were defined
operationally:
Thinking Maps are "visual tools representing fundamental cognitive skills / thinking
processes. Each map has guiding questions, key words and phrases, and a frame of
reference to be soundly constructed."
Thinking Maps instruction is "an explicit method of teaching designed to create
Thinking Maps awareness which includes information about Thinking Maps, and to help
acquire skills for using them in reading."

Research Methodology
Participants: The participants of the present study were sophomore students at the
Faculty of Tourism & Hotels, Suez Canal University. The total number of the participants
was 60 students. They were randomly drawn and divided into two groups where 30 students
served as the experimental group / mapping group and the other 30 as the control group /
non mapping group.

Instruments: Two instruments were required to serve the purpose of the study: the
Thinking Maps Awareness (TMA) Test and the Reading Comprehension RC Test.
a. TMA Test
It aimed at identifying the thinking processes as that correspond with the Thinking
Maps under study, stating some guiding questions for constructing the Thinking Maps
stating some questions identifying frames of reference of Thinking Maps, and then
representing verbal texts in a graphic way, i.e., constructing Thinking Maps. The test which
consisted of 4 questions with 5 points each was graded out of 20 marks, (see Appendix 2). It
was judged valid and reliable. The reliability coefficient computed for the 20 items was 0.83
indicating high reliability.
b. RC Test
This test consisted of 4 short comprehension passages, with 10 comprehension
questions. The total score of the test was 20 marks: 2 marks per each question,(see
Appendix 3). The test validity was determined by a group of EFL specialists. Using the testretest approach, the reliability coefficient computed for the 10 questions was 0.87 indicating
rather high reliability.
Overall Description of the Suggested Strategy
To give the mapping group practice in comprehending expository texts via explicit
instruction of Thinking Maps, the following points were taken into consideration.
a. Structured Modeling Since comprehension is a complex skill that requires guidance and
practice, (Johnson et al., 2006), the researcher helped students model Thinking Maps
providing guidance and assistance.
b. Exposure for "the more exposure a student has to language through reading, the greater
possibilities that overall language proficiency will increase, (Anderson, 1999: p. 3)."
Even the short term exposure to Thinking Maps - to Blount (2000) – could show
measurable improvements in reading retention. With this in mind, the researcher made
strategic knowledge visible and available to students all the time.
c. In / inter / dependence. Students could work in Thinking Maps individually/
independently, as partners or in groups, (Danville Public school District, 2007; MattKawryga, 2001).
d. Explicit Instruction. Studies in best strategies for teaching and learning promote direct
teaching of strategies. Without such instruction, it is difficult for student to transfer
learning, (Danville public school district, 2007; Buxton, 2009). That is why the
researcher taught students Thinking Maps in an explicit way.
d. Emphasizing Cooperative Work. Peers had the skills to explain to another student how
they handled the difficulties they encountered while reading. Besides, students learned
to process verbally with a peer or group of peers what they had read verbally. After
reading a passage, students discussed its content, and asked each other questions about

it. Frequent, ongoing discussion about the meaning of the text in which students used
the suitable visual tool to put / process the content in a Thinking Map was considered a
promising approach to reading comprehension instruction. Furthermore, " peer assisted learning strategies (PALS) took place since they "improve comprehension and
oral reading skills, (Gerson & Baker, 1999:
p. 2)."
The design of the suggested strategy had three stages described as follows:
1. Explicit Instruction Stage. In this stage, the researcher presented a theoretical
background about Thinking Maps: definition, their relationship to the thinking
processes, areas of research related to Thinking Maps, why use Thinking Maps, the
impact of Thinking Maps on reading comprehension, and the appropriate method of
teaching Thinking Maps. Here, the researcher familiarized the students with different
expository texts and sample visual tools. This stage depended mainly on the current
study review of literature.
2. Implementation Stage. This stage had 4 phases: Introductory, Activation, Generation &
Independence. The two prominent phases with sequenced steps were Activation and
Generation. The role of the researcher varied from one phase to another as well as the
students', (see Appendix 4 for detailed description of the stage).
3. Evaluation. This stage was an ongoing process in which the researcher evaluated the
student performance: the product the student produced and the process a student used
to complete the product. Besides, peer assessment took place where appropriate- as
mentioned earlier, (see Appendix 5 for Sample Mapping Exercises).
Procedures: The participants of the study (n = 60) were pre-tested on the Thinking
Maps Awareness test and the reading comprehension test. Then, the control group / non
mapping group (n = 30) was taught by their regular language instructor using the usual
way of teaching reading whereas the experimental group / mapping group (n=30) was
taught the same material but by using Thinking Maps-based instructional strategy. Having
finalized the course of action, post tests were administered to all participants.
By the way, the treatment lasted for ten weeks with a total of 28 hours (8 hours for preposting & 20 teaching and training hours).

Data Analysis and Results
All data collected were analyzed using SPSS. The t-values for the differences between
the non mapping group (NMG) and the mapping group (MG) on pretests were calculated
(see table 1).
Table 1. t-values for the Differences between the Non Mapping Group and the
Mapping Group on Pretests.
Tests

Score

NMG = 30
M

SD

MG = 30
M

SD

t-value

Sig.

TMA

20

5.27

1.43

5.05

1.12

-0.650

0.185

RC

20

7.63

1.37

8.48

1.84

1.151

0.248

Notes: - TMA : Thinking Maps Awareness
- RC : Reading comprehension.
- p> 0.05 (not significant)

As shown in table 1, the results indicated that the two groups of the study did not differ
significantly in TMA or RC prior to the commencement of the study where t-values were: t
= - 0.65, p > 0.05; t = 1.15, p > 0.05, respectively. Therefore, the two groups were judged
equivalent.
The t-test was also used post testing to determine the difference in the mean scores
between the two groups on TMA, (see table 2).
Table 2: t-values for the Differences between the NMG and the MG on TMA Post tests
Test

Score

df

TMA

20

29

NMG = 30

MG = 30

M

SD

M

SD

5.76

1.16

13.87

2.80

t-value

Sig.

14.770

0.000**

As indicated in table 2, the results showed that there were significant differences in the
posttest mean scores for the MG on TMA (t = 14.770, p< 0.05).
And as indicated in table 3 below, there were significant differences between the NMG
and the MG on RC posttest for the MG (t= 12.012, p< 0.05).
Table 3. t-values for the Differences between the NMG and the MG on RC Posttests
Test
RC

Score

df

20

29

NMG = 30

MG = 30

M

SD

M

SD

8.85

1.31

14.95

1.62

t-value

Sig.

-15.981 0.000**

In order to determine whether there were mean differences between pre-post tests of the
MG's sub-skills of reading comprehension, t-tests were to be administered. Table 3 shows
the results below.

Table 4: t-values for the Mean Differences of the MG on RC Sub skills Pre-post Testing
RC subskills

df

MI

Pre-test

Post-test

t-value

Sig.

0.41

9.669

0.000**

3.00

0.47

10.774

0.000**

0.50

3.01

0.48

10.770

0.000**

1.60

0.54

2.92

0.48

11.849

0.000**

1.43

0.55

2.80

0.47

10.598

0.000**

M

SD

M

SD

29

2.05

0.60

3.22

F&D

29

1.58

0.56

Char.

29

1.82

Seq.

29

C&E

29

Notes:
- MI = identifying the main ideas. - F & D = deriving facts and details.
- Char. = giving characteristics

- Seq. = understanding sequencing

- C & E = identifying causes and effects
As shown in table 4, results from the t-tests revealed that the MG students scored
significantly on post tests higher than on pre tests in RC sub-skills, (p< 0.05).
Furthermore, the size of the practical effect caused by the Thinking Maps instructional
strategy had to be calculated, (see table 5 below).
Table 5: The Level of the Effect Size of the Thinking Maps-based Strategy on the
Mapping Group's TMA and RC
2

Test

Score

t-value

df

ƒη

ES level

TMA

20

14.770

29

0.78

Large

RC

20

15.981

29

0.71

Large

As indicated above, using the Thinking Maps-based strategy yielded a large effect size
on the MG's TMA and RC.
Based on these results, the researcher had a fairly strong argument for the significant
impact of Thinking Maps instruction to Tourism and Hotels sophomore students (THSS) on
their Thinking Maps awareness as well as their reading comprehension skills.

Discussion
The major purpose of this study was to test the impact of Thinking Maps instruction on
Tourism & Hotels students' reading comprehension. The results of the post-tests provided
answers to the 4th and 5th questions of the study and showed that the mapping group did
significantly better than the nonmapping group in Thinking Maps awareness and reading
comprehension. The completion of Thinking Maps awareness test was not only a measure
of reading comprehension, it also revealed students' implicit awareness of text structure
knowledge.
The findings provide evidence that Thinking Maps instruction and training raised
students' awareness of those maps and improved their skills to use them. This is consistent
with other research findings (e.g. Ball, 1998; Buxton, 2009; Eloff & Ebersohn, 2004;
Frieberg & Driscol, 2000; Holzman, 2004; Hyerle, 2000 - 2009). Such development may be
due to and explained by the high involvement load of Thinking Maps tasks. When students
worked on Thinking Maps activities, they had to go back and forth several times to deeply
process information, sort and make connections among ideas, mapping verbal texts… etc.

Another possible explanation is that the mapping group students might have been
highly motivated intrinsically and extrinsically in learning English by being exposed to an
innovative method of teaching away from the monotonous traditional one used by most
language teachers and instructors. Besides, it is believed that each time they got theoretical
background for any aspect of Thinking Maps followed by task-based activities, they tried to
find out how such a process could be applied to other contexts stressing the notion that
learning through activity is a preferable method, and supporting Ciborowski's claim (1995),
"the content teacher who uses the textbook well … teaches reading, thinking, and content
concurrently, [and] is a strategy teacher who models his or her own strategy by thinking out
aloud or in other observable ways, (p.9).
The results suggest that the explicitness of instruction and the presence of Thinking
Maps facilitated students' reading comprehension when they have read novel texts silently
to themselves, and played important roles in students' ability to generalize / transfer the
learning to novel textual material. In the current study, mapping students were given the
dual task of learning, referred to by Long (cited in Eloff & Ebersohn, 2004) not only the
content (i.e., declarative knowledge, "knowing what") but also the procedures necessary for
constructing Thinking Maps independently (i.e., procedural knowledge, "knowing how"),
either explicitly or implicitly. One might conclude then that the immediate acquisition of the
expository textual material was manageable on mapping students because of the increased
support provided during explicit instruction.
And referring to Manning's (2003) view who points out that, "as students rarely are able
to grasp key concepts and understand content independently, strategies can prove to be
invaluable tools for helping students construct meaning from text, research corroborates that
students, in fact, can make substantial gains in reading comprehension (p.20)," it can be
assured that through given direct and carefully shaped instruction, comprehension can be
improved and transfer can be expected.
Also, the findings of this study lend support to the position that reading comprehension
can be greatly improved by teaching students to impose a structure upon the text, especially
if the structure provides a basic framework for readers' thinking processes as they read.
Again, the present study confirmed that students who received Thinking Maps
instruction and intensive exposure to different text structures training were active
participants in classroom activities and this, in turn, improved their reading comprehension.
Those activities were taught to help students see the overall organization of texts and better
understand their structures. Besides, the independence and interdependence are seen to have
provided students with a good foundation of reading development. Different types of
reading (active, shared, repeated) might have an experiential base for transforming
knowledge and positive experience about Thinking Maps to different language contents that
helped them afterwards read unfamiliar and different passages.
Similar findings also emerged in Schultz's study (2005) in that students' practice in
using Thinking Maps increased reading comprehension sub skills in the 3 areas studied
(finding the main idea – sequence - cause and effect).

One of the important explanations of the significant impact of Thinking Maps
instruction on reading comprehension sub-skills of the mapping group of the current study –
in the research's belief – is the implicit and explicit use of different levels of Bloom's
taxonomy in tasks matched with different Thinking Maps (Hyerle, 2008) dependently and /
or independently manifesting the two axis of the taxonomy: complexity that establishes the
level of thought , and difficulty that determines the amount of effort within each level,
(Sousa, 2001).
Thus, the practice of short, quick, daily communication and dialogue might be behind
the improvement of identifying the main ideas of the mapping students. Only when in depth
evaluation is required, facts and details are to be provided. Besides, considering the
specialization of the participants - Tourism & Hotels - seems to urge them to provide
strategic and visible descriptive details or give characteristics / attributions of people, things
and places using adjectives in order to attract the listeners' attention or to persuade them to
read about, do something or visit a place voluntarily. When the mapping students were
given stages and sub-stages of an event or order of operation with key words or clues such
as first, then, next, second, they tended to find linking lines and construct images forming
the right sequence. Moreover, they seem to have awareness of causal relationships. Every
day, they are met with different types of reasoning including the causal reasoning in which
isolated facts are to be collected, actions are to be classified, and associations and
assumptions showing causes and effects are to be made. Thus, they might have matched the
causal relationship of the messages in their memory with that of message in texts they have
read.

Conclusions
The Thinking Maps-based instructional strategy proves to be effective in improving
reading comprehension of Tourism & Hotels students. In fact, explicit instruction and
training with hands-on activities, and ongoing assessment had a positive impact on the
quality of Thinking Maps awareness and then on understanding different text structures. It is
conceivable that providing students with theoretical background about Thinking Maps definition, use, how to construct, … might have boosted the students' attention and effort to
meet challenges in such a way that helped them develop higher level cognitive skills, use
deeper levels of processing and get actively involved in tasks and activities required. The
current strategy, while serving as a model of an effective instructional approach, is probably
sustainable in EFL contexts for more than one reason. First, it will not lose its ability to
attract EFL instructors in teaching language skills. Second, it does not require specific types
of learners or classrooms nor certain text structures. Third, pre-service as well as in-service
EFL teachers can improve their quality of performance using such a strategy.
Although the current study emphasized the positive impact of Thinking Maps on
reading comprehension, the strategy used in the study seems to succeed in developing
different language skills, motivating students to achieve better and getting involved in
classroom participations. Moreover, the class size, or the educational level do not seem to be
obstacles to implement such a strategy in EFL classrooms.

Recommendations

In the light of the results reached and the above mentioned conclusions, the following
recommendations seem pertinent:
1. It is recommended that a Thinking Maps program become a component of the
prescribed curriculum of reading classes.
2. EFL teachers need to be trained on how to introduce and model Thinking Maps for
students in order for this type of learning approach to be successful.
3. Since the ultimate aim of teaching is to help develop independent learners, Thinking
Maps appear to provide a tool for improvement of meta-cognitive skills.
4. Reading textbooks of expository text should be taught using Thinking Maps.
5. Thinking Maps classroom activities should be task-oriented and engaging. When
students are given specific directions to fulfill a specific and understandable purpose
by working on a task, they are more actively involved. Active involvement is important
for effective teaching and learning.

Suggestions for Further Research
1. More research is needed to explore the effect of Thinking Maps instruction on: a.
writing skills, b. questioning skills, c. taking notes skills, d. summarizing skills, e.
communication skills, f. test taking strategies, g. integrating language skills.
2. This study should be replicated in other colleges where reading, writing and study skills
are offered.
3. Conducting studies to use Thinking Maps for improving reflective learning,
accelerating learning and knowledge retention seems necessary.
4. A comparative study is needed to test the impact of Thinking Maps instruction on good
readers versus poor / struggling readers.
5. A study examining immediate reading comprehension versus delayed reading
comprehension of EFL learners is required.
6. Situation Analysis in reading classes seems important to explore what types of and how
far Thinking Maps are used by teachers as well as by students, when using Thinking
Maps as an instructional strategy.
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